Format
1. Three-four pages, word-processed, double-spaced, spelling and grammar checked,
proofread, and
stapled. No more than 12-inch font and 3/4-inch margins on all sides. Include a 2point
(counterpoint) argument from each author’s position.
2. Title your paper with a term that reflects the overall theme of your paper on a cover
sheet that
precedes your first page. Include all appropriate identifying information as to your
name, class,
instructor, and date on the title page. DO NOT REPEAT THIS INFORMATION
ON YOUR
FIRST SHEET. * Use all the space on your three-four pages for your content. Insert
page
numbers.
3. Vocabulary: Choose two vocabulary terms and one theory from class lectures or
text to
structure your argument about your issue. Underline the theory and vocabulary choice
the
first time you use them and cite whenever necessary. These terms should be at the
heart of
your analysis and utilized throughout the paper. *Please also place vocab/theory on
your
cover page.
Central Argument/Issues and Analysis:
You must think about the specific question as an “issue” and develop an argument
about it. This
is your position on the issue. The paper will become your proof of the validity of your
perspective. Underline your position the first time you state it. Structure your paper
around
proving your position with each paragraph highlighting the evidence and background
information
via the two author’s and supplemental text perspectives. You are to also include
lecture
information as needed. Be informative and assume the reader is not aware of the
writing prompt
or the oppositional perspectives. It is important that you provide evidence and an
analysis from
both positions to support your own.

References & Referencing:
2
Utilize all three-class texts and one outside source to prove your argument, using
quotes and
paraphrases from the articles and or lectures that you choose. Therefore, you must
reference every
time you incorporate others’ thinking and direct quotes within the text applying the
Chicago/Turabian format (footnotes and a bibliography; endnotes not required).
Footnotes will
allow you to add A bibliography is necessary for this assignment be sure to cite the
original article
title and source within the source. The bibliography should be on the last page.
http://www.csus.edu/wac/WAC/Students/research_process_resources.html

the three class texts are the three books includes:
• Taking sides: this book is the main point which you are going to discuss
an issue from it. I put the image of the two sides of an issue from this
book bellow and you choose your side and make your theory, but you
also must use these two arguments as the sources.
• The second book is an online book. You also must use this book as a
source to support your idea or theory. The book is:
https://www.historyisaweapon.com/zinnapeopleshistory.html
• The third book also like the second book is an online pdf book. You
must also like the second book, use this book to support your theory
which you picked from the issues. The book is:
https://www.saddleback.edu/faculty/tmenzing/documents/Adiffere
ntMirror.pdf

The issue pages of tekaki book:

